CASE STUDY CONTENT
Chemical Industry
•
•

Building A Shared Services Centre
Distribution Centre Creation

Financial Services
•
•
•

Rapid Engineering Team Growth
Building A Software Development Centre
High-volume Recruitment

Food And Beverage
•

Supporting Business Expansion In Bali

International Services
•

Launching A Finance Hub

Medical Devices
•

Expansion of Sales Team

Oil & Gas
•

Supporting Newly Established Finance Hub

Pharmaceutical
•

Operations Set-Up in Australia

Retail
•

Establishing Asia Pacific Regional HQ

Technology
•
•

Supporting Global Expansion
Supporting Business Expansion in Taiwan

BUILDING A SHARED SERVICES CENTRE
(WITH ON-SITE SUPPORT)
Sector/Industry:

Head Quarters:

Project location:

Timeframe:

Chemical

Essen, Germany

Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 18 months

THE PROJECT PARTNER
The client set up their shared services centre (SSC) in late 2015, providing accounting support for APAC. This hiring project
was to support the expansion of the SSC, bringing in core accounting functions from European markets, additional requirements
from the existing market, as well as projects migration which resulted from business acquisitions.

THE MISSION
• Hire 120 employees over the 18-month project duration
• Support the client as an internal HR, recruiting exclusively across disciplines, and involvement in the full recruitment cycle
• This is an extension of a contingent recruitment project that PageGroup had worked on with the client. With positive outcome from
the initial project, the client had asked us to work with them more exclusively, and in closer partnership.

112 CVs sent

In the initial three months:

93 interviews arranged
29 placements made
TAILORED SOLUTION
•

Created an internal account team including an account director,
two consultants, and a support team of consultants

•

Two dedicated consultants on-site managing the end-to-end
recruitment process, from job inception to sourcing to hiring and
on-boarding

THE OUTCOME
•

As this is a project that is in progress, the team is on track with
the project requirements, and has received positive feedback from
the client.

DISTRIBUTION CENTRE CREATION IN THAILAND
Sector/Industry:

Head Quarters:

Project location:

Timeframe:

Industrial Chemical

USA

Bangkok

12 months

THE PROJECT PARTNER
We are partnering with an industrial chemical client who specialise on water analysis and chemical products. Our client has
been in operation for more than 60 years and find solutions to manage and analyse water more efficiently.

THE MISSION
PageOutsourcing were tasked with establishing and staffing the new distribution centre, based in Bangkok.
25 candidates were needed across two different primary functions; supply chain operations and finance.
Our HRD partner is based in Singapore, with hiring managers based in Germany, USA and China.
Phase 1 hiring was to recruit the managerial team, whilst phase 2 is hiring all support staff and junior associates.

•
•
•
•

7 placements made (ongoing project)

TAILORED SOLUTION

THE OUTCOME

•

Dedicated account manager and sourcing team.

•

Phase 1 completed within 5 months, with all managerial staff appointed.

•

Weekly conference call with HRD and hiring managers across USA,
Singapore, China and Germany.

•

7 candidates hired, with 3 more pending.

•

Phase 2 commencing and sourcing, screening and shortlisting started.

•

Weakly activity tracker and project updates.

RAPID ENGINEERING TEAM GROWTH
Sector/Industry:

Head Quarters:

Project location:

Timeframe:

Financial services

Singapore

Across APAC

3-6 months

THE PROJECT PARTNER
Our client are a multinational engineering company, who have a global footprint. Although their headquarters are based in
Singapore, the client had need across 5 countries which was sensitive in nature..

THE MISSION
• Our client was looking to grow their engineering consulting team in China, Thailand, Singapore & Australia.
• They were specifically looking for qualified technical engineers with relevant soft skills and technical qualifications.
• Language barriers were challenging, as well as finding candidates who were comfortable to travel regularly.

235 CVs sent
146 interviews arranged
21 placements made
THE OUTCOME

TAILORED SOLUTION
•

Created an internal account team including an account director,
manager, senior consultant and five specialist consultants

•

Michael Page doubled the level of placements made with the client over a
12 month period.

•

The project team provided weekly reporting, regular calls with the Talent
Acquisition team in Singapore and China.

•

Satisfaction from the client and engagement from the internal team
increased, and a continued partnership was made.

•

Project used account teams in the 4 countries to partner together to source
locally, while supporting the client regionally

BUILDING A SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT CENTRE
Sector/Industry:

Head Quarters:

Project location:

Timeframe:

Financial services

London, UK

Guangzhou

12 months

THE PROJECT PARTNER
A global investment bank that have recently established a software development centre in Guangzhou. The hiring project was to
support their global banking and market business growth.

THE MISSION
• Hire 700+ new employees across 2017 whilst planning to transfer most of their global GBM IT functions to China and India
• PageGroup was selected to partner on the initial stage of the project in May 2016, which focused on a prioritised list
of 80+ jobs. Ranging from junior software engineers through to senior architect/project managers

568 CVs sent
360 interviews arranged
130 placements made
TAILORED SOLUTION

THE OUTCOME

•

Created an internal account team including an account director,
manager, senior consultant and three specialist consultants

•

The scale of this project was met within the timeframe outlined by the
client, and a firm relationship was established.

•

The project team provided weekly reporting, regular calls with HR in UK,
Hong Kong and China and dedicated two half days onsite for meetings
with line managers

•

After the project was complete we returned to the traditional model of
working, knowing that we could increase the volume when it was needed.

HIGH VOLUME RECRUITMENT
Sector/Industry:

Head Quarters:

Project location:

Timeframe:

Financial services

UK

Singapore

2 months

THE PROJECT PARTNER
A large global retail bank approached PageGroup to recruit at least 25 relationship managers in Singapore with a request to
complete the project in eight weeks. We had previously worked with this client and they were confident that our specialized
teams and strong candidate sourcing and selection expertise would address their needs.

THE MISSION
• To recruit at least 25 relationship managers in Singapore.
• Progress reports, which included candidate information and anticipated challenges, were shared with the client at each stage of
the hiring process. Internally, the team also employed strict work processes to ensure an on-time completion of the project.

108 CVs sent
57 interviews arranged
28 placements made
TAILORED SOLUTION
•

A dedicated team, including a consultant, researcher and account
director, was promptly formed to partner with the client.

•

We worked closely with the bank to design a customized candidatesourcing process, where potential employees were assessed using a
matrix system.

THE OUTCOME
•

We were able to exceed the client’s expectations and hired 28
relationship managers. We were also able to hire new relationship
managers for the bank following the project’s completion.

SUPPORTING BUSINESS EXPANSION IN BALI
Sector/Industry:

Head Quarters:

Project location:

Timeframe:

Food and Beverage

UK

Indonesia

6 months

THE PROJECT PARTNER
To support its expansion plans in Bali, a leading international beverage company approached us to recruit for its senior
management team as well as other team members.

THE MISSION
• A dedicated account director was assigned to the client.
• We provided a rigorous overview of key market dynamics and worked to position our client as a global multinational company,
rather than an alcoholic beverage firm.
• The company had worked with Michael Page for their previous recruitment needs in Southeast Asia and wanted to again leverage
our expertise to overcome the challenges of being an alcoholic beverage company in a Muslim country.

65 CVs sent
24 interviews arranged
Ongoing placements
TAILORED SOLUTION
•

In addition to conducting market surveys, we also ran three separate
advertising campaigns to gauge the factors that would attract quality
candidates to move to Bali for work.

•

Candidates, particularly research and development, finance and supply
chain professionals, were sourced through rigorous database and
targeted searches, online advertising, extensive networks and referrals.

THE OUTCOME
•

The company’s market surveys and online advertising campaign have
been successfully completed.

•

Recruitment for the other roles, which the company has requested
confidentiality for, is still underway.

LAUNCHING A FINANCE HUB
Sector/Industry:

Head Quarters:

Project location:

Timeframe:

Industrial services

Connecticut, USA

Kuala Lumpur

5 months

THE PROJECT PARTNER
A Fortune 500 American manufacturer of industrial tools and household hardware and provider of security products and locks,
was launching their finance hub in Kuala Lumpur.

THE MISSION
• To recruit 12 finance roles and a shared service centre director position
• Designed and executed an extensive recruitment campaign targeting high-calibre candidates from a range of countries

87 CVs sent
26 interviews arranged
10 placements made
TAILORED SOLUTION

THE OUTCOME

•

Created a dedicated mini-site to drive client brand awareness and
advertise roles we were recruiting for

•

Our client was very pleased with the quality of CVs sent by PageGroup,
and made offers to over 50% of candidates that were met.

•

Creative online advertisements via LinkedIn and various job boards

•

•

Project was across 6 weeks, with 100 candidates screened across 23
different nationalities

The project was kept well within the expected timeframe and many roles
were filled ahead of schedule.

•

Organised online psychometric tests; arranged candidates to meet with
hiring managers

EXPANSION OF SALES TEAM
(WITH ON-SITE SUPPORT)
Sector/Industry:

Head Quarters:

Project location:

Timeframe:

Medical Devices

Australia

India

7 months

THE PROJECT PARTNER
Our client is an Australian company into surgical medical devices that is present in 35 countries since the past 30 years. They
launched their business in India 5 years back and were looking to expand their Sales Team by across India in a span of 6-7
months. The brand is relatively new in India and is looking to expand aggressively.

THE MISSION
• Hire 20-30 mid-level Sales Managers across India in 6-7 months
• The client was looking to hiring mid-level team managers with 8-10 yrs. of experience for individual contributor roles

In the initial three months:

195 CVs sent
126 interviews arranged
11 placements made

TAILORED SOLUTION
•

On-site consultant to understand the company, and the right way
to position the brand to candidates.

•

The team charted out the hiring plan and mutually agreed on the
way forward to attract the right kind of talent for the next 3 months.
A holistic hiring approach that included:
• Mapping of talent available in each geography
• Arranging exploratory interviews directly with client HR for better
conversions of high potential but passive candidates
• Working end to end from initial screenings to offer management

•

THE OUTCOME
•

The client was impressed by our deep rooted understanding of the
medical devices market and was convinced that we would be the right
‘partner’ rather than the right vendor.

•

We successfully closed 11 Sales Manager positions in 3 months. The
client returned & gave us the second project of hiring the next batch of
10-15 Sales Managers as well.

SUPPORTING NEWLY ESTABLISHED FINANCE HUB
Sector/Industry:

Head Quarters:

Project location:

Timeframe:

Oil & Gas

UK

Malaysia

3 months

THE PROJECT PARTNER
We partnered with an international oil and gas services company on a large-scale campaign which required us to source highquality candidates from multiple geographic regions for their newly established finance hub based in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.

THE MISSION
• In order to effectively execute this complex campaign, Michael Page designed an in-depth candidate sourcing strategy which
included:
• The creation of a campaign mini-site
• Placing advertisements on all relevant Michael Page websites in the targeted countries
• Targeted campaign on Linkedin
• Sourcing potential candidates from the PageGroup’s global database

103 CVs sent
41 interviews arranged
15 placements made
TAILORED SOLUTION
•

Sourced candidates were thoroughly screened and Michael Page
long-listed more than 100 potential employees, across 23 different
nationalities, in just six weeks.

•

These candidates were invited to undertake several online
psychometric tests.

THE OUTCOME
•

A total of 15 candidates were successfully hired. Impressed by the
results and our quality of service, the client appointed Michael Page to
execute two additional campaigns which also required large-scale and
international sourcing (both of which have since been successfully
completed).

UNDERSTANDING THE AUDIT LANDSCAPE IN MALAYSIA
Sector/Industry:

Head Quarters:

Project location:

Timeframe:

Oil & Gas

UK

Singapore

2 weeks

THE PROJECT PARTNER
Our client is a multinational oil and gas company headquartered in London, England. It has over 70,000 employees across 70
locations globally, and is one of the world's seven oil and gas "supermajors". It is a vertically integrated company operating in all
areas of the oil and gas industry, including exploration and production, refining, distribution and marketing, petrochemicals,
power generation and trading. It also has renewable energy interests in biofuels and wind power.

THE MISSION
• Analyse the audit landscape in Malaysia based on targeted organisations, and skill
sets. The client was looking to understand the availability and salary benchmarks of
professionals with skills in auditing, compliance, and risk.
• This project is intended to provide guidance to the client as they are looking to
relocate their auditors to a shared services centre based in Malaysia.

TAILORED SOLUTION
•

A dedicated consultant assigned to understand the client’s business
needs.

•

Benchmarks were provided against targeted companies identified:
Big 4, other mid tier consultancy firms and SSCs in Malaysia, and
pharmaceutical companies

THE OUTCOME
•

The report showcased talent pool availability in Malaysia to
justify local hiring rather than relocating the existing pool of
auditors to Malaysia.

OPERATIONS SET-UP IN AUSTRALIA
Sector/Industry:

Head Quarters:

Project location:

Timeframe:

Pharmaceutical

UK

Australia

3 months

THE PROJECT PARTNER
An international beverage company in the wine and spirits industry, which was in the process of setting up operations in the
Australian market, invited PageGroup to help support their recruitment needs.

THE MISSION
• Writing job descriptions, candidate profiles and benchmarking salary packages for all positions.
• Developing a project timeline which focused on three recruitment cycles and the coordination of all interviews and flights for
candidates in and out of Sydney for the regional positions as the hiring managers were unable to travel due to time constraints.
• 14 roles included eight in sales, two in marketing, two in customer service, one in office support and one in supply chain/logistics.

86 CVs sent
36 interviews arranged
14 placements made
TAILORED SOLUTION
•

A dedicated account management team, which included 10 recruiters
and an account director, was put in charge of the project.

THE OUTCOME
•

All 14 positions were successfully recruited for within the given
timeframe of three months, with every candidate commencing their role
five months into the start of local operations.

•

Geographically, placements were made in New South Wales (head
office), Victoria, Queensland, South Australia and Western Australia.

ESTABLISHING ASIA PACIFIC REGIONAL HQ
Sector/Industry:

Head Quarters:

Project location:

Timeframe:

Retail

Denmark

Singapore

15 months

THE PROJECT PARTNER
A global consumer products brand which was setting up their Asia Pacific regional office in Singapore had needed to hire over
50 to mid to senior-level professionals across a range of different functions. They were looking for a cost-effective, one-stop
solution that would provide quick and targeted access to high quality candidate profiles.

THE MISSION
• After a meeting with our clients to understand their needs and requirements, we appointed a team of specialist consultants,
including a dedicated project manager, who could best support and manage recruitment activity across all functions.
• For each vacancy, our specialist consultants met with both the client’s HR business partner and the position’s hiring manager to
achieve alignment on candidate profiles and timelines.

256 CVs sent
115 interviews arranged
53 placements made
TAILORED SOLUTION
•

We developed targeted advertising solutions that included a minisite, a
Google AdWords campaign, strong social media promotions
encompassing both Linkedin and Facebook, and targeted advertising
across a large number of local and regional job boards.

•

We organized dedicated recruitment days at our centrally-located office
to streamline and speed up the recruitment process. This activity allowed
us, as well as clientele representatives, to assess a large number of
candidates.

THE OUTCOME
•

We successfully filled 53 vacancies in Singapore in 15 months and have
now placed well over 100 candidates with our client in multiple locations.

SUPPORTING GLOBAL EXPANSION
Sector/Industry:

Head Quarters:

Project location:

Timeframe:

Technology

China

Global

6 months

THE PROJECT PARTNER
A Chinese e-commerce company, launching their Cloud business outside of China. Our client was establishing their brand
in highly competitive markets, where they were not well-known. This included cloud architects, marketing managers and
business development experts.

THE MISSION
• This project was non-exclusive and we were not provided with any salary details. We shortlisted candidates based on
their years of experience
• Design a hiring plan that involved identifying regions with limited candidate pools, compiling the company’s USPs and
mutually agreeing on the most effective way to attract the right talent
• Require an in-depth understanding of their business to direct and position their company brand to potential candidates,
in each country

212 CVs sent
103 interviews arranged
Ongoing placements
TAILORED SOLUTION
•

•

The account manager created a tracking system to use alongside with
client’s ATS and uploaded all resumes from each country we were
recruiting in
Employed a direct hiring approach that included providing the client with
candidate’s details via the ATS in Singapore to arrange interviews
directly, creating an internal communications group so all regions could
keep abreast of company and project updates, and regularly
communicating candidate and market feedback to client

THE OUTCOME
•

Our client was highly satisfied with the global reach of our capability.

•

PageGroup placed a number of key positions into new markets, and
subsequently secured new roles, away from the original brief.

SUPPORTING BUSINESS EXPANSION IN TAIWAN
Sector/Industry:

Head Quarters:

Project location:

Timeframe:

Technology

U.S.A

Taiwan

6 months

THE PROJECT PARTNER
A North American Recruitment Process Outsourcing (RPO) firm approached PageGroup to support its hiring needs following its
partnership with a multinational blue-chip technology company. The newly established partnership had planned to launch and
expand several new business units in Taiwan

THE MISSION
• A dedicated team, with an account director, was assigned to the project. Designated consultants were also placed in the client’s
office to help manage the relationship with the RPO company as well as the technology firm.
• PageGroup was selected as the preferred partner due to its global brand, unrivalled service delivery, as well as on-the-ground
local market knowledge and network.

41 CVs sent
18 interviews arranged
6 placements made
TAILORED SOLUTION
•

The project lasted over six months and spanned all stages of the
recruitment process- from brief to offer and post-placement follow-up.

•

The project also included the extensive sourcing for candidates through
online advertising and the creation of a mini-site; online testing; and
conducting competency-based interviews and presentations.

THE OUTCOME
•

All six positions were filled accordingly to plan and schedule- all
candidates are still employed by the partnership to date- and PageGroup
was also invited to support the entity in its future hiring needs.

CONTACT US
For enquiries, please contact:

Jon Goldstein
jongoldstein@michaelpage.com.sg

Our locations:

Australia
Sydney, Chatswood, Parramatta, Canberra,
Melbourne, Wheelers Hill, Brisbane and Perth
enquiries@pagepersonnel.com.au
enquiries@michaelpage.com.au
www.pagepersonnel.com.au
www.michaelpage.com.au

New Zealand
Auckland
enquiries@michaelpage.co.nz
www.michaelpage.co.nz

Hong Kong
Hong Kong Island and Kowloon
enquiries@pagepersonnel.com.hk
enquiries@michaelpage.com.hk
www.pagepersonnel.com.hk
www.michaelpage.com.hk

Mainland China
Beijing, Chengdu, Guangzhou,
Shanghai, Shenzhen and Suzhou
enquiries@michaelpage.com.cn
www.michaelpage.com.cn

Taiwan
Taipei
enquiries@michaelpage.com.tw
www.michaelpage.com.tw

Japan
Tokyo
enquiries@michaelpage.co.jp
www.michaelpage.co.jp

Singapore
enquiries@pagepersonnel.com.sg
enquiries@michaelpage.com.sg
www.pagepersonnel.com.sg
www.michaelpage.com.sg

Malaysia
Kuala Lumpur
enquiries@michaelpage.com.my
www.michaelpage.com.my

Indonesia
Jakarta
enquiries@michaelpage.co.id
www.michaelpage.co.id

India
Mumbai and Delhi
enquiries@michaelpage.co.in
www.michaelpage.co.in

Thailand
Bangkok
enquiries@michaelpage.co.th
www.michaelpage.co.th

Rest of Asia
Serving the ASEAN region including
Philippines, Vietnam and Myanmar
enquiries@michaelpage.com.my
www.michaelpage.com.my

